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Hello!
If you haven't heard our exciting news from Instagram
yet, we're an LLC! Our team is also growing, and we're
thrilled to welcome Alex as the newest member of the
TTA squad. We've been colleagues before (a few years
ago) and now we're all even more pleased to be
reigniting our social justice energy into 2021 together.
To get to know Alex a bit more, check out our new and
improved About Us page!
Since November, we've been behind the scenes cooking
up new ways for The Tiny Activist community to learn
together, amplify own voices, and redefine our read
alouds. Check out this first monthly issue of the TTA Zine
with what you're used to from our 2020 newsletters plus
some new features!
With love and solidarity,

JANUARY’S
MUST HAVE
BOOKS
Hot off the
presses for your
cozy reading
needs!

THIS MONTH IN
SOCIAL JUSTICE
HISTORY
International
Commemoration in
Memory of the Victims
of the Holocaust.

Corrie, Lee, & Alex
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"SampleHAUS got its start by
creatively up-cycling interior
design waste into eclectic home
decor. While working at an
interior design firm, I was always
surrounded by beautiful fabrics
and other materials that mostly
ended up getting thrown away,
for reasons as discontinuation or
project surpluses. I decided to
begin collecting these excess
materials and that’s when
SampleHAUS was born."

With a background in Fine Art and Interior
Architecture, Diana Adams found a way to
combine her natural artistic talents with
her respect for what the interior design
industry is doing for creating more
sustainable environments and life styles.
The interior design and architectural
industry has been leading the charge in
sustainable design and reducing the our
carbon foot print, but simultaneously
generating waste of their own in the
process. I want do my part in utilizing and
upcycling what would have been
discarded and giving it a new life. This
could be anything from discontinued or
excess samples that vendors creating for
marketing, to scraps of materials left over
from upholstery and building materials..

Red Fabric Hoops

Shop the etsy!

All information here comes
from the Sample Haus website!
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BIPOC
NON-PROFIT
SPOTLIGHT
Black Girl Ventures, founded in 2016 as a solution to
wealth disparity and lack of access to capital. We
began with our signature event, the BGV Pitch
Competition. Since then we have launched chapters
in 5 cities, raised over $1M, funded over 130 founders,
created a pipeline of over 300 black/ brown women
founders, formed over 20 partnerships, and engaged
a following of over 30K people with diverse
backgrounds.
BGV believes that the best way to engage
Black/Brown founders is by using intense short-term
learning experiences followed by an online peer to
peer mentoring with experts available to guide and
coach when necessary. Our approach is to create feebased engagements in increments of two hours, half
day (4 hours) and (8 hours) full day with specific
tangible outcomes to cater to the lifestyle of Black
and Brown women founders. Black Girl Ventures has
made a national footprint by creating uniquely
engaging crowdfunded pitch competitions in
Washington, DC, Baltimore, Philadelphia, Atlanta,
Chicago, Austin, NYC, Miami, Houston, and Detroit.

BGV
Founder
Shelly Bell
Named as one of Entrepreneur Magazine’s
Top 100 Powerful Women in Business,
Shelly Bell is a computer scientist, system
disruptor, and business strategist who
moves ideas to profit while empowering
people to live, build, and foster better
relationships. She connects entrepreneurs,
investors, and corporations in order to
diversify their talent pipeline, increase
equity, and grow their brands.

n
BGV o
Media
Social

Shop
BGV
Black Girl Ventures creates access
to social and financial capital for
Black/Brown women founders.
The proceeds from Shop BGV will
help a woman grow her business.
All information here comes
from the Black Girl Ventures website!
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January

New Releases
If you couldn't get enough of
Your Name is a Song
you’ll Enjoy:

#1

For Ages: 4-8
A young Asian girl notices that her eyes look different
from her peers'. They have big, round eyes and long
lashes. She realizes that her eyes are like her mother’s,
her grandmother's, and her little sister's. They have eyes
that kiss in the corners and glow like warm tea, crinkle
into crescent moons, and are filled with stories of the past
and hope for the future.
Drawing from the strength of these powerful women in
her life, she recognizes her own beauty and discovers a
path to self love and empowerment.

#2

FOR AGES: 5-7
It's the day of the Big Star Little Gala, and Stella's hair just
isn't acting right! What's a girl to do? Simple! Just hop on
her hoverboard, visit each of her fabulous aunties across
the solar system, and find the perfect hairdo along the
way. Stella's Stellar Hair celebrates the joy of selfempowerment, shows off our solar system, and beautifully
illustrates a variety of hairstyles from the African
diaspora. Backmatter provides more information about
each style and each planet.

If you enjoyed
My Hair is Magic!
you’ll love:
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#3

For Ages: YA & Adult
International phenomenon Angie Thomas
revisits Garden Heights seventeen years
before the events of The Hate U Give in this
searing and poignant exploration of Black
boyhood and manhood.If there’s one thing
seventeen-year-old Maverick Carter knows,
it’s that a real man takes care of his family.
As the son of a former gang legend, Mav does
that the only way he knows how: dealing for
the King Lords. With this money he can help
his mom, who works two jobs while his dad’s in
prison.
Life’s not perfect, but with a fly girlfriend and
a cousin who always has his back, Mav’s got
everything under control.

#4

Pint-Sized Pick:
Maryam's Magic
Maryam loved school, especially her classes in
reading and writing. But she did not like math.
Numbers were nowhere near as interesting as
the bold, adventurous characters she found in
books. Until Maryam unexpectedly discovered a
new genre of storytelling: In geometry,
numbers became shapes, each with its own
fascinating personality—making every equation
a brilliant story waiting to be told.As an adult,
Maryam became a professor, inventing new
formulas to solve some of math's most
complicated puzzles. And she made history by
becoming the first woman—and the first
Iranian—to win the Fields Medal, mathematics’
highest award.

Check them out!
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THIS MONTH IN SOCIAL
JUSTICE HISTORY

Photo from the US Holocaust
Memorial Museum

International Commemoration in
Memory of the Victims of the
Holocaust
January 27th:
Every year around the 27th of January, UNESCO pays
tribute to the memory of the victims of the Holocaust and
reaffirms its unwavering commitment to counter
antisemitism, racism, and other forms of intolerance that
may lead to group-targeted violence. The date marks the
anniversary of the liberation of the Nazi Concentration
and Extermination Camp of Auschwitz-Birkenau by Soviet
troops on 27 January 1945. It was officially proclaimed, in
november 2005, International Day of Commemoration in
Memory of the Victims of the Holocaust by the United
Nations General Assembly.
The Holocaust profoundly affected countries in which
Nazi crimes were perpetrated, but also had universal
implications and consequences in many other parts of the
world. Member States share a collective responsibility for
addressing the residual trauma, maintaining effective
remembrance policies, caring for historic sites, and
promoting education, documentation and research, seven
decades after the genocide.
This responsibility entails educating about the causes,
consequences and dynamics of such crimes so as to
strengthen the resilience of young people against
ideologies of hatred. As genocide and atrocity crimes keep
occurring across several regions, and as we are
witnessing a global rise of anti-Semitism and hateful
discourses, this has never been so relevant.
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Here is an article that
details this year's
events

Read

More
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